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Chaps take state
Team rolls over Moraine Valley
24-9, prepares for Like Cola Bowl to¬
morrow.

View on Chicago
CD’s sociology department gives
students a look at reality through
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keep mind and body together.
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Looking for
Mr. Goodbeer
Don’t lose hope, America. Quality
beer does exist.

Tomkowiak
A different type of
review
Entertainment
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MAJESTICALLY BASKING IN warm fall afternoon, contented lioness ponders change of seasons at Brook¬
field Zoo.

New federal financial aid
rules will affect students
By BOB KUREK
New federal guidelines for financial aid recipients will adversely affect many
CD students, according to Bob Regner, financial aid director.
Effective this quarter, all financial aid recipients are required to maintain a
2.0 GPA and to earn a specified number of credit hours during an academic
year to retain eligibility for financial aid. Under the old guidelines, a student
had to have a 1.6 GPA with no specified number of credit hours.
THE NEW GUIDELINES are a result of the Department of Education’s
cost cutting and part of a mandate for schools to establish minimum
requirements for financial aid recipients.
Regner sees the trend of federal regulation of financial aid to be contrary to
current administration policies on deregulation.
The federal government’s mandate on minimum requirements for financial
aid recipients imposes more regulation on schools and students, not less,
Regner pointed out. The government is requiring that schools establish a time
frame for a degree because “they want to see progression plus quality for their
money,” he explained.
“I see federal guidelines escalating and the volume of regulations increasing
in the future,” Regner said.
ONE OF THE effects of new standard of progress guidelines is that a
financial aid recipient must meet more requirements to remain in school than a
non-financial aid student, who has to maintain a 1.5 GPA.
With a 2.0 requirement, many educational opportunities will be closed to the
needy, according to Regner.

(please turn to page 3)

New SG constitution
awaits ratification
By CRAIG A. RICE
Ratification of the new SG constitu¬
tion depends on students who vote
Wednesday, Nov. 21, in a general
student body referendum, said Stacy
Burke at the Nov. 7 SG board meeting.
The referendum, to be held in the
SRC’s second floor entryway, will, if
passed, combine the heretofore SG
governing policies into one constitution.
Those policies are procedural, by-laws
and office procedure.
“We found some inconsistencies
between the policies during the
summer, and not all of the different job
responsibilities were complete,” said
Burke.
ONE PROCEDURE NOT covered
by any of the documents is the
appointment or election of a new
director if one of them disappears, as
Bob Cameron did two weeks ago.
Cameron, who hasn't been seen in
school since Oct. 29, caused a bit of
chaos among the student board and his

position still has not been filled.
Another concern among board mem¬
bers is the lack of SG staff to fill all of
the vacant positions.
"We are looking for candidates to fill
four directorships and one club
representative post,” said Ron Strum,
president. That person serves as a link
between SG and the various clubs.”
BILL HEAFEY DID not make an
appearance at the meeting to appeal his
disqualification from the 1984 fall
elections. The motion to uphold the
disqualification was carried unanimous¬
lyIn the financial phase of the meeting.
Strum announced that SG had profited
$140.50 from the Sears credit card
applications offered to students Nov. 2,
and that other companies were being
considered for future projects.
In early December, two more
money-makers are scheduled.
Laser light photos will be sold Dec. 2
through 4, with landscapes, cityscapes

(Please turn to page 3)
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WHAT’S HAPPENING...
T-shirts for tots

Diabetes group meets

“I love CD” T-shirts for tots ages 1
through 8 will be sold in the bookstore
Nov. 27 as part of a scholarship
fundraiser sponsored by the ParentChild Association, which is affiliated
with CD’s child development center.
Pizza will be sold outside the
cafeteria from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
to kick off the fund-raising activity.

The continuing discussion group for
people with diabetes, their family
members and friends, sponsored by the
American Diabetes Association West
Suburban branch, will meet Monday,
Nov. 19, at 7:30 p.m. in the Westmont
Community Center, 75 E. Richmond.
The group gathers on the third
Monday of every month to provide
adults with diabetes the opportunity to
share common concerns.
No charge or pre-registration is
required to attend the sessions.
Further information may be obtained
from Marlene Blonz at 964-8348.

Open house Nov. 29

__

COURIER Photo by Pat Timmers

TO RIGHT OF existing south parking lot lies area proposed by Courier
editorial board as additional parking. Although parking problem has de¬
creased in magnitude since September, no acceptable solution is yet in
sight.

An open house to acquaint students
and residents with the facilities and
program offerings of the Glendale
Heights Learning Center, in the
Glenside Public Library, 25 E. Fuller¬
ton, will be held Thursday, Nov. 29
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 5 to 9
p.m.
“Advisers will be present to help
individuals make educational or career
plans,” said Betty Kramer, program
assistant. “Appointments will be taken
in advance by phone at 260-1860, or can
be made on site during the open
house.”
Representatives, instructors and staff
members of the college will answer
questions and demonstrate various
learning center equipment. Refresh¬
ments will be served.

presents

Steamboat

MURPHV MANIA

An Early Season Trip For People Who Like Skiing Or Just Love A Great Time

$159

DRIVING PACKAGE
WITHOUT AIR
DECEMBER 15-21

IVIN A FREE TRIP!

$399

FULL PACKAGE
WITH AIR
DECEMBER 15-21

(Full package)

CARLOS MURPHY’S
3RD ANNUAL SKI PARTY
Thursday evening, November 29th

WEAR SKI CLOTHES & GET
HAPPY HOUR PRICES
• Prize for “Best Ski Outfit”
• Drink Specials
• Give-Aways, and more!
Sign up immediately for
the trip - free trip winner
will receive refund.

Arrangements by
ECHO TRAVEL INC.

Creative works sought
Two hours at Clearwater Hot Tubs
will be awarded for the best fiction,
nonfiction, poetry, photography and art
submitted for the winter issue of the
Prairie Light Review, CD’s humanities
magazine.
Material may be delivered to the
PLR office, SRC1017, or the humanities
office, IC3098. The deadline is Dec. 7.

Learn and live
“Learn and Live More Fully” will be
the topic of a discussion sponsored by
the Focus on Women Program at 7:30
p.m., Monday, Nov. 19 in Chapel Hall of
the First United Methodist Church,
1032 Maple Ave., Downers Grove.
A panel made up of Claudia Voisard,
Focus on Women coordinator, a
returning student and a CD counselor
will lead the session.

Pianist performs
The Rachmaninoff Piano Concert No.
2 will be performed by the New
Philharmonic with guest pianist Emily
Albano as soloist at the second concert
of the orchestra’s eighth season,
Tuesday, Nov. 20 at 8 p.m. in the
Performing Arts Center of Building M.
Albano has bachelor’s and master’s
degrees from Julliard in New York City.
She is currently a student of Eugene
List in the doctoral program at New
York University and is a faculty
member at the Brooklyn College
Preparatory Center for the Performing
Arts.
Albano has recorded for YNYC-FM
in New York and was featured on
WFMT in Chicago on the Dame Myra
Hess Memorial Concerts. She recently
won the Farwell Award for the second
time and has appeared as recitalist and
soloist in many parts of the United
States.
The orchestra will also perform the
“William Tell” overture and the fifth
symphony of English composer Ralph
Vaughan Williams.

Welding classes

COMPARED TO OTHER SKI AREAS,
STEAMBOAT IS THE PLACE TO BE IN DECEMBER,
FILLED WITH YOUNG PEOPLE FROM ALL OVER THE NATION,
ITS A GREAT TIME YOU DON’T WANT TO MISS.
THE OFFICIAL "MURPHY MANIA" PACKAGE INCLUDES:
— Full package includes round trip air transportation with motor coach transfers to
Steamboat. You will depart December 15 and will return December 21. Coaches
we use are the most modern and fully equipped available. (Air fare is subject to
change.)
— Si* nights accommodations at luxury condominiums located right in Steamboat
Village. Primary accommodations will be at the Timber Run Condominiums.
Accommodations include a fireplace, full kitchen, bar/counter area, color TV,
balcony, outdoor heated pool, saunas, and hot tubs.
— A four out of five day souvenir photo lift ticket at Steamboat.
— Full time travel reps to throw parties and lake good cafe of you.
— A great schedule of parties and activities including hot tub happy hours, giant
blowout parties, lots of free beer, good music, and some great times.

Basic through advanced oxyacetylene
welding and shielded metal arc classes
for the novice to the professional will be
offered at DAVE A Center in Addison
from 7 to 9:50 p.m. Tuesdays and
Thursdays beginning Jan. 8.
The metal arc classes will cover flat,
horizontal, vertical and overhead weld¬
ing instruction.
Mark Charbonnau will be the
instructor.
Further information is available at
495-3010.

— Coupon books with discounts at local establishments.
— Optional side trips to Vail and Copper Mountain.
— Optional ski rentals at only $6.50/day for top-name equipment.

''V
jVeetl a SP/iecial pift

. — Optional ski lessons for all types of skiers at reduced rates.
— All taxes and tips included.

SIGN UP NOW AT
CARLOS MURPHY’S RESTAURANT
1461 BUTTERFIELD ROAD
DOWNERS GROVE
SEE ANYONE AT THE FRONT DESK
OR FOR MORE INFO
CALL 462-2883 (9am - 5pm)

fot a i/tecta/fiexbon ?
One of a Aind Aandutorreti
font tAe loom of
CfCatAleen ^osui,
WAeaton. 665-1383
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SG constitution. . .
(Continued from page 1)
and animals among the selections,
according to Strum.
Also, Rosati s pizza will be sold Dec.
5, between 10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m.;
one-eighth of a 14-inch pizza will cost
$1.
PLANS FOR A Valentine’s Day
dance party were announced and SG’s
participation as a co-sponsor, along
with the program board and the
cheerleaders, was approved.
From the campus service’s front, a
convex mirror has been installed in the
locker room hallway to enable PE
personnel to observe from the equip-

ment cage any subversive activity in
the hallway.
Also, installation of “help alarms" in
the locker rooms, and around the PE
building has begun in the women’s
locker room; completion of the $2,200
system is expected by the end of the
month.
Construction of parking facilities
south of the SRC, including a
“15-minute” zone for box office sales, js
under consideration, acco ding to a
statement relayed from Tom Usry, chief
of public safety, and sources inside
campus services.

Financial aid. . .
(Continued from page 1)

"One of the functions of a community college is to provide education for
students whose grades are too low for admittance into a four-year school,” said
Regner, adding, “the 2.0 GPA will force many financial aid recipients to drop
out of school, and in most cases their education will cease. Instead of helping to
educate the youth of America, federal interference in education may become
counterproductive by denying it to them.”
Regner warns financial aid recipients that the 2.0 GPA will be “strictly
enforced” by the college.
"The money belongs to the federal government,” he opined, “and they can
spend it as they please.”

Police beat

Nov. 13
A four-car accident occurred in lot 5, causing nearly $2,500 damage, when
vehicles driven by Susan Mossman and Annette Kochick collided. Mossman’s car,
which was traveling west, reportedly hit Kochick’s, throwing it into two other
parked cards.
Nov. 12
Almost $300 worth of chemistry textbooks were stolen from the office of Priscilla
Kaufman, CD instructor. The office door “appeared” to have been forced.
Nov. 9
\
Kevin Walden reported textbooks valued around $48 stolen from his parked car
in the West "A” lot.
Nov. 8
June Grahn, coordinator of women’s athletics, reported keys stolen from the PE
building’s martial arts area. They had been accidentaly picked up and then later
returned.

wanted scouro
GMTGMMGMT
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Student Activities Program Board Presents...
FREE L UNCH TIME CONCER T

See Tom Deluca:

The only personality who success fully blends his own
comic parody with the art of hypnosis!
Where: College of DuPage
When: Tuesday;December 4 198A
SRC Multi-Purpose Room 1024A
EXTRA: Full performance at 8 p.m, $2 general admission at the door.
Sponsored by the Student Activities Program Board,
College of DuPage

BOP TIL YOU DROP AT...
THE VIDEO DANCE NIGHT

Tuesday, Nov. 27,1984
11:30- 1:30 p.m.
SRC 1st FLOOR-STUDENT LOUNGE
As a total performer, Jill Holly accompanies herself
effortlessly on the six and twelve string guitars. ^4s
outstanding as her vocal and songwriting abilities are,
her accompaniment is as strong and as passionate as
both her vocals and compositions.

A simultaneous audio-visual dance presentation. Experience a new
dimension in music entertainment An amazing, star-filled explosion
of sight and sound!
Featuring: * 2 giant video screens, * The latest in music videos,
*i4 special guest DJ, * Album and rock poster give-a-ways,
* Sound and video systems provided by Sony
Friday, Nov. SO, 1984 8p.m.—12 midnight
Campus Center, Building K, College of DuPage
Tickets: $2 in advance and at the door for C.O.D. Students, $3 at the
door for the general public. Advance tickets available at the College
of DuPage Student Activities Box Office, located in the SRC, first floor.
Sponsored by the Student Activities Program Board, College of DuPage

Sun Your Buns In,..
Florida Registration Begins Jan. 14
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Editorial Board
Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the COURIER editorial board and
do not necessarily represent the vews of students, faculty or CD admini¬
stration. Signed material represents the opinion of the author.
Paul Goodman, editor-in-chief
R. Kelley Laughlin, managing editor
Chris Aiello, contributing editor

Who's being conservative?
Speculation exists in some quarters that the handwriting is on the wall
for liberal Democrats in the wake of President Reagan’s recent landslide
victory. Several pro-Republicans have advocated dismantling the party, or
at least merging it with the right wing group — adopting that party’s
values.
Senator Paul Tsongas (D-Mass) claims, “Liberalism is at the crossroads.
It will either evolve to meet the issues of the 80 s, or run the risk of being
reduced to an interesting topic for Ph.D.-writing historians.”
Hmm. An interesting concept.
We think liberals have met the issues of the 80s — poverty, hunger,
foreign relations and the escalating arms race, which has now been pushed
into outer space. If memory serves us correctly, we seem to remember
smother party that didn’t meet the issues, or at least walked around them
during the presidential debates.
Liberals have been perceived by simple-minded conservatives to dislike
any policy which helps people make money or otherwise become successful.
Not true at all. Liberals are concerned with how money is made, how people
define success (i.e. — exploiting third-world nations), and the moral change
which occurs in those who subscribe to this type of economics.
Rather than alter the platform of “exploitation economics,” the GOP
(God’s own party) continues the course of ethnocentricity, asserting that its
own policies, under the pretext of democracy, are infallible and beyond
reproach.
Conservative groups claim that President Reagan has received a
“mandate” from the voters to continue the policies that have characterized
“progress” and “future” for all Americans.
Maybe such a mandate exists. If it does, our guess is that it is based on
one principle — greed. To be more specific, greed at any cost as we force
our “superior democracy” on other countries, discounting the existing
culture and shaping it to fit the whims of capitalism.
Conservative scholar Russell Kirk predicts a 50-year conservative
dynasty extending into the next century. Kirk seems to be basing his
statement on the assumption that all Americans believe in success at any
price.
Some groups may very well believe in this policy, but how many? For
how long? And what about the moral values of the millions of Americans
who belong to these groups?
While good reasons exist as to why we should respect the views of such
individuals, would you feel comfortable knowing that one of them is going
to marry your sister? How about your daughter?
While uncontrolled capitalism may benefit U.S. pocketbooks, what does
it say for the democratic ideologies we’ve been espousing for more than two
centuries?
As long as we’re asking questions today, . . . one last inquiry . . . what
moral code separates forced “capitalism” from injected “socialism?”
We’d like to know, the conservatives need to know and the liberals
already do.
The answer wouldn't make a very long doctoral thesis.

Back to high school
Recently, Harold McAninch, CD president, suggested enforcing a
non-smoking rule in the IC Building. To find out how the students felt
about this, student government representatives have been asking people
how they would react to such a law.
We at the Courier feel that this idea is ludicrous and should be tabled as
soon as possible so that student board members can devote their time to
more productive projects.
This tentative proposal could never be enforced without hiring a special
force of “cigarette police,” which would only add to the school budget. The
administration can’t stop people smoking in the non-smoking lounges,
what makes them think they could stop smoking in the entire building?
Such a policy would constitute a regression to a high school scenario
where students have to hide in the bathrooms to smoke. Would the next
move be unhinging the stall doors so that students could not conceal
themselves while smoking a cigarette?
.
The classrooms are now non-smoking areas and the cafeteria is divided
so that those offended by cigarette smoke can stay away from those who
are not. To include the entire IC Building as a non-smoking area would be
unfair to those people who do smoke and who have been the brunt of a lot
of unjust discrimination lately.
We feel the addition of more non-smoking areas with signs larger than
two inches to identify these areas is a practical solution to the problem. In
the meantime, non-smokers, hold your breath.

Laughlin 9s Lampoon

By R. KELLEY LAUGHLIN JR.
Oct 31, 1984: A suggestion by CD
President Harold McAninch has been
brought before the SG board of
directors to ban smoking in the IC
Building. The student board sets out to
get a random sample of opinions on this
act. One member who does not smoke
asks only those people who hang out in
the non-smoking area of the cafeteria.
Jan. 9, 1985: The board of trustees
has passed a referendum outlawing the
smoking of any tobacco in the IC
Building. They came to this decision
after reviewing a “random” sampling of
student opinions.
Jan. 23: The hiring of 35 new hall
monitors has been completed. Their job
will be to keep people from smoking in
all non-smoking areas of the campus.
To differentiate these people from the
students, 35 red armbands with the
no-smoking logo have been ordered.
Jan. 24: Art Sykes reports that all
ashtrays have been removed from the
IC Building.
Jan. 25: The first arrest is made for a
person violating the non-smoking law.
He is charged $25 and released.
Feb. 2: Student unrest escalates into
violence as angry rioters throw
ashtrays and disposable lighters at
public safety officers. Meanwhile, a
whole truckload of cigarette butts is
dumped into the PE CRC.
Feb. 6: A member of the faculty is
dismissed from the payroll after he is
caught smoking in his office. Dissent
runs high among other teachers.
Feb. 8: In a recent crackdown, public
safety announces that 72 arrests have
been made this week. The fine has risen
to a whopping $75 as students continue
to blatantly ignore the non-smoking
law.

Feb. 15: Public safety has announced
the hiring of 25 more hall monitors in
an effort to crush the recent outbreak of
smoking. These new employees will be
stationed throughout the bathrooms in
the IC Building.
Feb. 23: Due to student uprisings,
the National Guard has been called into
the College of DuPage. Retaliation
comes in the form of a "smoke-in” held
inside the bookstore.
March 4: My psychology professor
and I are headed to the bathroom to
have a cigarette. Walking down the
hall, we begin talking about how people
are no longer allowed to smoke in many
other places besides the school. We
both agree that it’s uncomfortable to sit
through a movie without being able to
smoke, especially if it’s a bad movie.
As we walk down the halls, we pass
several national guardsmen who eye us
suspiciously and place their hands on
the holsters of their regulation issue
Colt 45s in a vain effort to intimidate
us.
Upon arriving at the bathroom, we
find that one of the public safety hall
monitors, or "smokies” as we call them,
is already there, dashing our hopes of a
quick nicotine fix.
“WE CAN GO into my office and
have a cigarette,” my teacher suggests.
“What if they catch us? You might
get fired!” I reply.
“We can lock the door so that no one
can tell.”
As we walk past the national
guardsmen for the second time, they
seem to leer at us with a thirst for blood
in their eyes. Clearly these men voted
for Ronald Reagan in the last election.
Entering the foyer in his office
complex, we meet four maintenance
men coming out. They have just
installed a remote camera system that
will allow public safety to monitor all of
the offices in the IC so that teachers are
no longer able to smoke.
We end up walking down to the SRC
at the other end of the building, but by
the time we arrive, I have to leave to
avoid being late for my next class.
March 12: During a student uprising
at the College of DuPage over a
non-smoking law, national guardsmen
open fire, killing four students and
wounding nine more. The law is still in
effect.

A cigarette is the perfect type of a perfect pleasure. It is
exquisite, and it leaves one unsatisfied. What more can you
■ want?
Oscar Wilde — Picture of Dorian Gray

l
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ThE CuoNENbERq Report

By THOMAS A. CRONENBERG
After the shocking assassination of
India’s Prime Minister Indira Gandhi,
her 40-year-old son Rajiv, a former
airline pilot who grudgingly entered
politics four years ago after the death of
his brother Sanjay, has been deemed
the provisional leader of the second
most populous country in the world.
Rajiv Gandhi, who takes over the
helm of the Congress-I Party his
mother led, will need to hold India
together upon a backdrop of civil unrest
and sectarianism until at least Jan. 20,
date of a national plebiscite that will
determine the nation’s further political
fate.
SECTARIAN VIOLENCE THAT
swept across India following Indira
Gandhi’s murder on Oct. 31 provided
the first indicator of the difficulty of the
task at hand. Hundreds were reported

dead after the incidents which led
Indians of various factions into the
streets and pitted Sikhs against
vengeful Hindus, shrieking “blood for
blood” in sanguine, property-destroying
rampages.
The two bodyguards responsible for
the murder of the Prime Minister had
been Sikhs. The religious-based nature
of the murder rekindled religious
antagonism which cost the lives of
thousands over the past two years. The
latest outburst of such violence, the
actual assassination, was prompted by
the desecration of the Sikhs’ most
sacred shrine, the Golden Temple in
Amritsar, last June. A Sikh militant,
Jamail Singh Bhidranwale, and his
heavily armed compatriots had convert¬
ed the holy place into a fortress, using
it as a base from which they agitated
for the conversion of the Punjab
province into an independent Sikh state
called Khalistan.
THE MAJORITY OF the nation's 14
million Sikhs — despite their griev¬
ances against the central government
— spumed the appeal of the extremists,
which had been laced with murder and
violence. The Indian government’s
successive invasion of the Golden
Temple, in which at least 600 lost then-

lives, united the nation’s Sikhs against
the Prime Minister, resulting in her
assassination.
Because of its diverse makeup, the
Indian nation represents one of the
most difficult nations to govern — even
in more peaceful times. Its 746 million
people belong to four major religions,
speak 1,600 languages and dialects and
are organized in a caste system that
divides the populous into rigid social
categories, limiting social mobility, and
creating millions of so-called “untouch¬
ables.”
Complicating matters for Gandhi are
the acute problems which perennially
face India, including overpopulation,
pervasive poverty, illiteracy, and cor¬
ruption.
GANDHI WILL HAVE to pull the
Congress-I Party together in order to
tackle these problems and ensure a
January victory at the polls and the
continuation of his family’s domination
in Indian politics. Despite his inexperi¬
ence in politics and his generally
lackluster previous political showing in
comparison to his mother’s dynamism,
Gandhi has several factors working in
his favor:
First, the next political descendant of
the clan that has ruled India for 37

years may count on a sympathy factor.
His simply being his mother’s son —
more than any other factor — qualifies
him for the top post in India. He can be
expected to exploit the sympathy of the
Indian people in order to secure his
election, and his party’s continued
dominance of the Indian political scene
in the campaign for the January
elections.
Another factor in the new Prime
Minister’s favor amidst political unrest
will be the well-trained civil servants. A
holdover from British colonial rule,
these public servants will work to
uphold a widespread commitment
among the Indian people for the
democratic process in the ensuing
extremism of the post-assassination
period.
A more important source of support
may be seen in the Indian army.
Numbering nearly one million, the
armed forces have traditionally re¬
mained above politics and have
respected the Constitution in times of
crisis. Gandhi can count on their
support in maintaining order until life
returns to a more normal stage. Indian
military units have already served to
quell the chaos which ensued with
Indira Gandhi’s sudden and violent
demise.

The Student Voice
Dan Grandolfo, Naperville: “Howard
Hughs, he was rich and mysterious the
way he was. ”
Mark Patrick, Glen Ellyn: "John
Lennon, because he believed in people.”
Mary Ann Callarman, Naperville:
“Robert Redford, because he’s hand¬
some and I could imagine how great he
would be in real life.”
Ken Jasper, Itasca: "Nobody, I have
no favorites.”
Carmina Castro, Glendale Heights:
“Princess Diana; she seems to be very
well endowed.”

Mark Busch, Hinsdale: “I guess
there’s really nobody yet that I admire
that much.”

Maggi Callahan
Maggie Callahan, Western Springs:
“I don’t know — there’s just too many
great people.”

Marty Watkins
Marty Watkins, Carol Stream:
“Myself; I’m ambitious, I like myself.”

Who — alive or dead — do you
admire the most and why?
Kimberly Yurgil, Hanover Park:
“My grandma; she made the most of
her life.”
—
Mike Rose, WoodDale: “John
Wayne, American all-around good guy.
He’s a clean, wholesome film star.”
Kathy Maley, LaGrange: “Todd
Rundgren, musician. He is a creative,
talented genius in his field.”
Katie Gillespie, Lombard: “Oppenheimer — he had a logical mind and he
was a moral man.”
Heather Trepanir, Naperville: "Da¬
vid Bowie, because he's creative.”
Michele Barg, Wheaton: “Right now,
I admire Geraldine Ferraro because of
the accomplishments she’s made for
women in politics.”

Kevin O’Shea, Hinsdale: “John
Wayne — he was the greatest male
actor ever.”
Melissa Baldwin, Winfield: “Jimmy
Stewart — he’s got class.”
Kristen Kurkjian, Naperville: “Rod
Stewart — because of the way he acts.”
Jeff Bixby, Wheaton: “Clint Eastwood; he’s got a certain style about
himself.”

COURIER
The COURIER welcomes all letters to the editor. Letters are to be typed,
double-spaced, and should not exceed 200 words. Letters will be edited
only for grammar and style, but The COURIER reserves the right to edit for
libel and length.
All letters must be signed, although the author may have his/her name
withheld upon request.
All correspondence should be dropped off in SRC 1022 during normal
business hours.
The COURIER is a member of the Community College Journalism Associ¬
ation, the Associated Collegiate Press and the Illinois Community College
Association.

Rebecca Denihan, Naperville: "Abra¬
ham Lincoln, because he was intelli¬
gent and worked very hard to get to
the top.”
Terry Mann, Lombard: “My mother
and father — that would definitely be
it. When I need them, they’re always
there.”
Jeff Lang, Naperville: “John F.
Kennedy; he did so much for the
country while he was president.”
Chuck Drungelo, Carol Stream:
“Walter Payton, he’s awesome.”
Mike Leslie, Naperville: “I admire
George Washington because he was the
first president.”'

Julie Kiban
Julie Kiban, Elmhurst: “God
because he will always live.”

—

Editor’s note: “Student Voice” is a
weekly photo opinion survey conduct¬
ed by students enrolled in Journalism
101 classes.

The COURIER is a 100-percent student-written, student-managed
weekly newspaper serving the College of DuPage and the surrounding com¬
munity.
Editorial offices are located in the Student Resource Center, room 1022.
Telephone 858-2800, ext. 2379.
Advertising rates are available upon request. Deadline for ads is one
week prior to publication. Ads which require considerable typesetting
should be submitted 10 days in advance.
The college is located at 22nd Street & Lambert Road, Glen Ellyn, III.,
60137
Editor...Paul Goodman
Managing editor_R. Kelley Langhlin Jr.
Contributing editor.Chris J. Aiello
Photo editor.Pat Timmers
Art editor.John Fenwick
Entertainment editor.Julie Bridge
Business manager .. Katie Wietrzychowski
STAFF:Gloria Donahue, Thomas Cronen¬

berg, Ginni Freshour, Dave Hamilton,
Craig Rice, Karen Schultz, Jim Howard,
Denise Sandore, April Gronowski, Barb
Magnatowski, Soe Yoon, Keith Lippoldt,
Joe Territo, Kathleen Woltzen, Bob
Dvorak, Scott Tomkowiak, David Tuley,
Cheryl Sobun, John Green
Adviser ..James J. Nyka
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Bible are familiar with the account of
the Gospel of Matthew, the seventh
chapter, in which Jesus says, “Do not
judge lest you be judged. For in the
way you judge, you will be judged; and
by your standard of measure, it will be
measured to you.”
Richard D. Rudnik, Roselle

A thank you'
To the Editor:
I wish to thank the public safety
officers who responded so quickly to my
call for help when my car was on fire
last week. They were polite and acted
very efficiently in putting the fire out
and having the car towed away.
I also wish to thank the person who
saw my car filling with smoke and
stopped to give me a lift to the parking
lot to locate the campus police. She was
truly a Good Samaritan and without
her help a lot more damage would
probably have happened to the car.
Kathy Marszalek, Glen Ellyn

Ticketing unjust
To the Editor:
I have been attending CD since the
fall of 1982, and during that period I
received two parking tickets.
The first was in December of 1982 for
parking in a fire lane. The cost was $5.
My appeal was not heard until April.
The panel ruled in my favor and I was
refunded the money.
Fifteen days ago, I was given another
ticket for the same reason, but this time
the price had quadrupled to $20 — the
maximum for any type of ticket.
I have been parking in the same place
since September and for most of last
year. With everyone crowding to get a
parking spot, I get here early — 7:46 to
8 a.m. — and this parking stall is
always open.
At a time when registration is about
to start, this additional cost is not one
which anyone needs, and one can’t
register until such a debt is paid.

Don’t the CD officers have enough
people to ticket? Why don’t they direct
their attention to cars on the grass, cars
in the SRC circle for long periods of
time, or vehicles parked illegally in the
handicapped lot?
James L. Jacobsen, Warrenville

Student knows truth
Cal Thomas offends
To the Editor:
The Oct. 26 issue of the COURIER
contained an article headlined “Is
Religion a Requirement?” which could
offend many people. Cal Thomas, the
author, in his examination of religion in
the presidential campaign, made as¬
sumptions about religion that he had no
right to make. He should be more
careful about judging another person’s
religiousness.
Thomas placed a lot of emphasis on
the term “bom again.” He condemns
President Reagan and Wed ter Mondale
for displaying gross ignorance of this
term, but he never states what he
believes it means.
Thomas quotes Jesus’ words, “You
must be bom again,” but his article
implies that this rebirth can only
happen to a full-grown person. Through
the sacrament of baptism, an infant is
reborn through the Holy Spirit. A
person reading Thomas’ article might
assume this baptism means nothing,
and that individuals cannot be reborn
until they are full grown and have a
tremendous change of heart and life.
In the article, the president is quoted
as saying, “I was raised to have a faith
and a belief and have been a member of
a church since I was a small boy.”
Such a view of religion is' wishywashy, according to Thomas.
Is he saying that those of us who
have been brought up in the Christian
faith and believe we know God are to
bum in hell unless we go through a
massive change in our life and are
“reborn”? Well, Mr. Thomas, many of
us have been “reborn” through baptism
and believe that the faith we have
through our upbringing is enough to
get us to the gates of heaven. We know
our God, and need no great rebirth to
reach our just reward.
Thomas attacks Mondale as “trying
to get to heaven by way of the choir
loft.” Thomas and the Bible agree that
church attendance alone will not get a
person into paradise. But Thomas then
turns and attacks the president for not
attending enough church services. This
leaves readers wondering exactly how
many services does Thomas think we
must go to in order to be Christians?
The most offensive statement in the
article was, “Both men failed the
religious test.” Who is Cal Thomas that
he can judge the quality of another
person's faith? Is he a prophet? Does he
have a faith so perfect that he has the
right to tell us if we are to be saved or
bum in eternal damnation? No. Thomas
is a man, a sinner, who is as low or as
high in this world as the rest of us.
Faith in one’s God is a personal
thing. No man has the right to say that
a faith is not good enough to get us to
heaven. Thomas should watch the way
he judges other people, for those who
have only a cursory knowledge of the

To the Editor:
The article in the Oct. 19 issue
concerning punk rockers in suburbia
seemed to have some good points.
However, I’d like to voice my opinion
which I hope that most of the punkers
and wavers will accept.
First of all, we all share the same
attitude, maybe not as radical or
rebellious as that which exists in
Europe. America has many forms of
security as far as employment,
retirement, health, and school. In the
long run, this creates the laziest and
fraud-oriented country. Some of us feel
we should stand up and not conform to
the bland, boring ways of our culture
and society.
We know the truth; we’ve learned
from the past and want a better future.
With our clothes and music, we keep
our attitude strong instead of being
clones, drones, couch potatoes and
capitalist commandos.
You preppies all look like Ken and
Barbie dolls with your status gators,
polo players and B-2 buttondowns. It’s
1984; they don’t mean a thing to “Big
Bro!” (Reread Orwell; I’m sine you will
find it stashed with your prep-school
yearbooks.) How about a penny for
your thoughts — or are your shoe
accessories too sacred?
As far as you GQ men who wear
breakdance threads and don’t even
break — how degrading, sad ticket!
That shiny nylon gives off too much
glare, please! Too freshhhhhhh!
It would be nice if you 70s’ burnouts
would taper your bell bottoms, get a
haircut and shave — cavemen!
Don’t pollute the parking lot air
with your tidbit stereos blaring out of
your rusted out Camaros and Pintos.
Time bombs and time capsules, get a
clue. Like, reality mannn.
OK, all you party dolls’ with sugar
daddies who shop at all those pseudo
punk sections of stores — we know who
you are. You spend lots of money to
look poor. Attitude stops at your skin
and below your ears -- nothing between
them. Your hairdos are real chic but my
aunt’s mutt looks better.
It seems that our music and clothes
have swept into a major style trend;
that’s more than I can say for you
heavy metal headbangers. You “Satur¬
day Night Fever” disco fantasizers
better wake up out of your macho
stupidity. It would be nice if you flash
dancers would get a brain for your
perfect body.
Well, thanks for all the “compli¬
ments,” stares, and sneers in the halls
and classrooms. Real mature. You’re
staring back at yourselves, laughing
and getting sick of yourselves. Be
yourself, not what you aren’t. Creativ¬
ity is what the norm is lacking in
suburbia — you’re the ones who are
shallow.
Charles Ventura, Itasca

32-bit power without
complex manuals, codes
or typing skills.

1

Instead of computer codes to
memorize, Macintosh™ has a mouse
that points at what you want to do.
Instead of typing complicated commands,
you just click the button on the mouse.
This eliminates the need for complex
manuals, courses and seminars.
But when you can have 32-bit
power at a price like this, we don’t think
you’ll mind the sacrifice.

popple
Authorized Dealer
Apple and the Apple logo are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc Macintosh is a trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc

438 roosevelt road glen ellyn. il 60137
across from me donald s
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Co-op finds jobs
By BARB MAGNATOWSI
The cooperative education program
provides students with valuable experi¬
ence related to their career fields,
according to Phyllis Goodman, co-op
coordinator.
“It also gives the student an
opportunity to decide whether this
career choice is right for him,” she said.
Goodman currently serves as the
part-time coordinator. Without a feder¬
al grant, the co-op does not have a
full-time job developer.
Ron Kapper, former co-op coordin¬
ator, launched the program a few years
ago, and it is “working out the kinks
now,” said Goodman.
Schools which have started a co-op
program, such as Triton, Bradley and
DeVry, have had a very good success
rate.
LAST YEAR NEARLY 100 students
applied to co-op and found part-time
jobs. An estimated 25 percent of those
jobs led to full-time positions. Since the
beginning of this school year, approxi¬
mately 35 students have applied and
are employed. A goal of 100-plus
students has been set for this year.
Presently, students look for parttime, full-time, or temporary jobs
related to their career choice. Wages are
slightly more competitive than mini¬

mum. All work places are found in
DuPage County to form a network of
communication. The network consists
of a faculty advisor, the co-op
coordinator, the employer, and the
student.
A STUDENT QUALIFIES for the
co-op if he has 12 credit hours, some in
his career field, and a 2.0 grade point
average. The network then meets to
write three to six goals and objectives
specific to the job description. Students
must meet all the goals in order to
receive any credit. As many as 15
college credits may be obtained with
three to five credits received per
quarter.
Each year, the co-op focuses on
different programs at the college.
Goodman meets with faculty of the
programs and with employers in the
county to let them know about the
co-op in hopes that they will be better
informed for the students.
Although opportunities exist in all
fields of study at the college, several
target areas this year include marketing
retail, accounting, ornamental horticul¬
ture, and journalism.
The parallel experience is more
popular than the second program
offered, the alternating experience. The
latter allows students to attend school

THROUGH THE CO-OPERATIVE education program, coordinator Phyllis
Goodman helps students gain career experience.
one quarter and work full-time the
alternate quarter.
"The parallel experience is what most
students are doing,” said Goodman,
because it allows the student to work
full or part-time while attending school

full or part-time.
Students in the co-op program also
go through the job-search series, which
helps prepare them for job interviews,
filling out applications and writing
resumes.

Looking for Mr. Goodbeer
^

^

By GREG HUBER
Light beer, LITE beer.
Big 250-pound football players hawk a new value norm to the American public
as part of a multi-million dollar advertising campaign by American breweries to
encourage consumers to buy this pseudo-beer.
Packaged in cute little cans, with little flavor, less aroma, no body, .03 percent
less alcohol, and an almost negligible amount of fewer calories, this product seems
to be something a country would produce only under adverse conditions, similar to
the ersatz beer produced in Germany during World War II.
- YET THIS IS in America, during relatively prosperous times, and it is gaining
popularity.
All hope is not lost, fellow Americans. Stores still offer a wide variety of beers to
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quality.
In imported beers, taste and content vary widely, and the selection
overwhelming.
If one is looking for a good light beer, Pilsner represents the cream of the crop.
Best on draft, one can notice a difference in this beer from others from the moment
it pours. When a normal beer is poured, it will generally form a head. With a good
Pilsner, the pouring process takes twice as long to allow the head to go down.
WITH ITS HEARTY character, pleasingly aromatic, this is a product to be
savored.

One major reason that German beers, in particular, hold to high standards that
American beers do not, is the "Reinheitsgebot,” a purity law enacted in 1516
in Bavaria, which is still in effect today.
The law stipulated the ingredients allowable in brewing. Under penalty of law,
only hops, barley, yeast and water may be used.
American brewmasters have no such regulations, and the use of com, rice, and
chemical preservatives is widespread.
Other reasons for German beers’ quality are tradition in brewing, pride in the
product, and old-fashioned efficiency. .

Other reasons for German beers' quality are the tradition in brew¬
ing, pride in the product, and old fashioned efficiency.

Dortmunder Union, Henninger, DAB, EKU, and Heineken represent some of
these fine European beers.
Pilsner Urquell, considered by many beer lovers to be the finest produced, hails
from Pilsen, Czechoslavakia. Pilsen has a beer brewing tradition that dates back to
1292. This region has for centuries been a center for high quality beers.
THE QUALITY AND care that goes into the brewing of European beers seems
to have lost something in the transfer to this side of the Atlantic. Sales and quick
turnovers take precedence over the consumer’s right to a high-quality product.
Instead of spending money to improve the quality of the beer, breweries’ funds
are spent boosting sales through advertising. Companies try to convince the public
that their product is the best, while innumerable taste tests prove that no
distinction can be made between major American beers.
For the connoisseur, beer labels are no less important than wine labels. They
impart information on the location of the brewery, and most importantly the
contents, whether light, dark, ale stout or bock.
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By JULIE BRIDGE
One network, Music Television,
devotes 24 hours a day, give or take a
few hours for commercials, to music
videos.
MTV has not taken many risks since
the initial gamble of devoting an entire
programming schedule to music. The
videos receiving heavy airplay reflect
the top 40 playlists of most commercial
radio stations.
While some artists have reservations
about the medium, most find it
necessary to make videos to sell their
songs. MTV does little to make new
artists feel welcome. Videos aim to sell,
and while unknowns like Men at Work
made waves in the network’s first year,
commercial artists gain more airtime
every year.
UNIMAGINATIVE programming at

Hi
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Television

MTV lacks imagination
the network wastes the vast potential
for innovation. Programs like “IRS’
The Cutting Edge” and “Rock Roots”
have an informative magazine ap¬
proach, and “Basement Tapes” gives
much needed exposure to unknown
groups.
These programs represent an attempt
at an intelligent format, but MTV
documentaries make up for that. One
wonders what prompted a filmmaker to
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document the recent Duran Duran
(that’s Duran squared) concert tour.
CLOSET CLASSICS, CLIPS of
“original rock videos,” could show with
more frequency and some variety would
help. These clips are excerpts from the
TAMI show and “Beat Club” episodes
which aired in the sixties. The
programmers should attempt to secure
the rights to more vintage clips or stop
hyping the same grainy reruns.
Closet Classics and cheesy documen¬
taries provide a break, though not a
very interesting one, from the core
videos which show throughout the day.
MTV executives argued that the
network need not provide a variety of
soul, contemporary and easy listening
music, because they are a rock and roll
station. However, the fact that Michael
Jackson and Frank Sinatra, arguably
not rock singers, have received play
emphasizes the station’s commitment to
offer whatever sells.
IN BUSINESS THAT isn’t a
scandal, but unless programs hold the
viewer’s interest, ratings will drop.
Previously no alternatives to MTV
existed, but local and national pro¬
grams of video music now flood the
dial. Ted Turner’s own 24-hour music
network offers the stiffest competition.
Video jocks Mark Goodman, Nina
Blackwood, Martha Quinn, Alan Hun¬
ter, and J.J. Jackson deliver late-break¬
ing music news and introduce the
videos.

h.‘

Hunter and Quinn, the fresh,
wholesome kids-next-door, deliver thenspots with undying enthusiasm and
with what can only be described as
spunk. These two are best appreciated
in small doses.
NINA BLACKWOOD, WITH hair
that could make her Twisted Sister’s
little sister, speaks in a sultry voice
that belies her intelligence. Her wild
clothes speak louder than anything she
has to say.
Goodman,
looking
perpetually
stoned, mumbles his script, and
because his eyelids seem to close a little
more as the night wears on, he's a great

ewe for insomnia.
Jackson has more experience and
savvy than the others. His enthusiasm
seems genuine, and his reading of the
music news is conversational. He
represents a standard of professional¬
ism the station could achieve.
Competition may persuade MTV
programmers to take more risks to
maintain an audience. Filmmakers,
musicians and television programmers
continue to explore this evolving
medium, and the future will hopefully
bring innovative ways to present what
has prematurely become the same old
thing.

■"

STUDENTS * STAFF * FACULTY
ASPIRING ARTISTS, WRITERS, AND PHOTOGRAPHERS

'PRAIRIE UG

REVIEW
The Humanities Magazine of the Col¬
lege of DuPage is looking for your best
work!
This year’s production promises to be
an extraordinary show of creativity and
visual achievement. We invite you to
be a part of the new PRAIRIE LIGHT
REVIEW.
We welcome submissions in:
Poetry, Articles, Short Story, Black
-and White Photography, Essay, Black
and White Artwork, Short Drama,
Humor.

Please submit your material to the
Humanities Office, (1C 3098) before
December 7, 1984, for the Winter
Issue. A cover sheet is required for
each submission. Include your name,
address, phone number and, for manu¬
scripts, the approximate number of
words. All written material must be
submitted on 8V2 by 11 paper. Please
omit your name from all manuscript
materials. Written materials should be
double-spaced and should not exceed
1,500 words.
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DCB jilts students
By JULIE BRIDGE
“We have to uphold the college’s
iage as a professional organization,
d we strive for a very professional
Und on WDCB.”
This is one of the reasons that Sid
•yer, director of the College of
jPage’s radio station gave to explain
iy paid professionals, not students,
erate the station.
He said that the college is hesitant to
over this 5,000 watt community
ucational outreach to students.
As an organization striving to
aintain an appearance of professionaln, the college’s first goal should be
eting the educational needs of its
udents. College radio stations give
udents a better grasp of communica>n skills and responsibility that will
mefit them in many career situations,
le college’s reluctance to share this
ducational outreach ” denies students
e opportunity to learn through active
rticipation.
WDCB broadcasts informative edutional programs, but could educate
ore if students interacted with the
ation operation.
The radio station staff includes four
11-time paid professionals, a part-time
gineer employed by the college, and
ree paid student aids.
Students may volunteer at the
ation and perform clerical and
ctrical maintenance duties.
Only rarely does a student assume a
oadcaster’s role, according to Fryer,
■cause the college does not offer a
oadcasting curriculum, he feels a

0
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student-operated station would not be
worth the effort. If such a program of
study were instituted, Fryer thinks
that another low-wattage station should
be established for students. He does not
want WDCB to serve as a “proving
ground.’’
Triton College’s radio station em¬
ploys students as disc jockeys, news
reporters and announcers, and engin¬
eers, despite having only two broadcast
classes available to students.
Matt Musich, a data processing
student at Harper College and station
manager at WHCM, Harper’s studentoperated station, finds that the absence
of any courses in broadcasting at
Harper does not deny the importance of
the station to students.
“Most of the students who work here
are going into communications and
journalism. We have 31 disc jockeys
and about as many applications on
file,” stated Musich.
Musich expects to gain valuable
management experience from his work
at the station that will apply to his
career in computers. He said that
. training students presents no difficulty.
Harper’s station differs from CD’s in
that it broadcasts only inside the
school. WDCB transmits to the
DuPage community to educate, inform
and entertain.
The College of DuPage now finances
a community radio station, not a
college radio station. Fryer wants
students to volunteer their time, but
finds that many lose interest when they
discover that the station does not

To receive your free school razor,
first fill in the required information.
Present to bookstore.
ONE PER STUDENT ONLY

Name_

program rock music, and that students
rarely assume on-air responsibilities.
Student opinion has not played a
part in programming at WDCB, yet
students are encouraged to accomplish
the menial tasks that paid staff
members would rather not perform.
Rather than delegating clerical work
to students, WDCB should allow them
to share all the responsibilities,
including broadcasting. When the
station ignores the programming
wishes of students and denies them the
incentive of on-air time, student
involvement should not be expected.
Colleges should provide an opportun¬
ity for students of all ages to learn by
utilizing all available resources, rather
than setting some facilities off as an
exclusive club open only to those who
meet “professional” standards.
The college should teach professional¬
ism; anyone can buy it.
WDCB’s mission states that the

' European fashion design
A six-week travel-study program in
Europe next summer to examine
European fashion design and market¬
ing, textiles, interior design and
architecture is being offered through
Southern Illinois University-Car bondale.
Participation is not limited to SIU
students. Anyone interested in Euro¬
pean fashion and design may sign up
for the program, which provides five
hours graduate or undergraduate credit
hours through SIU.
The trip, which lasts from May 15 to
July X, includes two weeks in London,
three days in Brugge, Belgium, and a
four-week stay in Paris.
Undergraduate and graduate stu¬
dents will be required to submit a
research proposal, which must be
approved by SIU faculty members.
The registration deadline is Feb. 1.
Further information is available from
Kay Grise, Clothing/Textiles, SIU,
Carbondale, Ill., 62901; phone (618)
453-3321; or from Denny M. Hays,
Interior Design Department, SIU,
Carbondale, Ill., 62901; phone (618)
453-3734.
station exists “to provide an opportun¬
ity for personal growth.”
In keeping with this mission, WDCB
should sacrifice some of its pride to give
students at the college that opportun¬
ity.

Modest proposals
By SCOTT TOMKOWIAK
As well as being the Courier’s regular film columnist, I am also employed
full-time by the college as a night custodian. On occasion, it can be a tough job; all
that sweeping and dusting can be extremely strenuous.
During my nightly rounds very recently, I came across one of student
government’s suggestion boxes that was somewhat mangled in appearance — half
the top cover was missing with scraps of paper stuffed on the bottom.
Because it was half-opened, I figured it permissible to take a quick peek inside
and find out what great thoughts CD students had to offer.
WITHOUT COUNTING, I would estimate about 40 or so written notes were
placed in the container. A few were illegible, and some had poor spelling. I
wondered how someone could misspell “college.”
But out of all who took time to write, only three people appeared to be serious.
Maybe the rest thought SG was pulling its legs in asking for input — perhaps it
was all a big joke — or even that SG in itself was a big joke.
Regardless, the three who responded honestly made their answers short and to
the point. Here’s what they declared:
"Have more campus activities, such as concerts, dances, movies and rallies for
our sports teams.”
“WE NEED MORE clocks in the halls and more lighting in all the washrooms.”
And one writer stated, “I think SG is a good thing for CD students.” Maybe
that person was a friend or a relative of an SG member.
One can safely say that most students here could care less about student
government and its affairs. And so it isn’t surprising about the zany remarks I
found in the suggestion box the other day.
Many of the notes contained foul language, idle threats and some were outright
libelous. When you’re an anonymous critic, anything goes.
HOWEVER, I DID find a few letters which were quite clever. And since SG will
more than likely dump these into the round file, I thought I would share them with
you. Since these are unprofound suggestions, I’U play devil’s advocate and provide
some unprofound feeback.
Statement: People in SG should learn how to drink beer.
Response: CD does not allow alcoholic beverages on campus; therefore, they
would have to learn outside the school. I don’t think anyone would miss them,
though.
,
Statement: Make all school officials wear bunny suits.
Response: In case you didn’t know, the Chaparral, or road runner is the college’s
official mascot, so everyone would have to impersonate one. Besides, wearing a
bunny suit would look ridiculous.
Statement: Allow all students to smoke marijuana in the halls.
Response: If we let that happen, then some of the college staff would want to do
the same. With all that smoke in the air, no one would be able to see. Bad idea.
Statement: Allow students the right to bear handguns on school property.
Response: CD’s campus police aren’t allowed to carry firearms, so why should
you?
Statement: I think all the teachers should be sold off for firewood.
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Response: Natural gas would be much more economical if your intention was to
heat the school. And you know how cold it can get during the winter in a classroom
with no instructor.
This is only a smattering of the comments found in SG’s wisdom finder.
Perhaps the only question that went unasked was:
“What SG member suggested a suggestion box?”

BLOOM COUNTY

Classifieds
GENERAL

TYPING from home,
Ter«
papers — regular assignments — 95 WOrfl
a minute. Neatly done — reasonable rate
— photocopies made. $1.50 a page. Call *
ter 6:00 469-0787. Feel free to call late evenl
ing.
^
WANTED: Young men, part-time, f|exjb|
hours. 3-4 days per month. School District
44 Lombard. 620-3714.
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE - Letie's
resumes, term papers, etc. Call Laura Mt,
Dermott at 790-WORD. Located 1 milefro,
campus.
TYPING, word processing, reports, papers
resumes fast — Reasonable JEM Services
969-8753.

College of DuPage INK
Editor’s
It'D
U
. ..
Editor’s note:
note: The
The rni!B
COURIER
would
like to
apologize to Stacy Burke for the item which appeared
in last week’s INK column. We felt the story was
sufficiently self-explanatory, given that the Dry Gulch
is a restaurant which specializes in western spoof
humor. The "jail” we referred to was one of the props
used during the show. Obviously, those persons who
asked Miss Burke if she had been actually thrown in
jail did not read the column very closely.

HERE’S THE BEEF
Clara Peller, that fiesty dame, has been retired as
Wendy’s spokesperson. Peller’s screams for the last
nine months resulted in a 30 percent sales increase for
the hamburger chain.

LE MERCENAIRE A monthly intelligence
newsletter designed for those.who must
stay ahead of fast changing world situs
tions. Hard intelligence on terrorism, covert
operations, and Soviet activities Sample
$2.00, one year subscription $12.00. Be in¬
form ed — subscribe today! Le Mercenaire,
Dept. D, P.O. Box 507, Fredericktown Mol
63645.

-■

GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
Milo Hamilton, the voice of the Cub radio and TV
broadcasts for so many years, has been let go by the
National League Eastern Division Champions. Now
maybe they can afford to pay off a new contract for
Cy Young award winner Rick Sutcliffe.

LOOKING FOR TRANSPORTATION fori
handicapped person to and from school
Call Nilles 543-1787.

Larry Lujack, the "Grim Reaper” morning DJ for
WLS-AM and FM, suggests hiring Clara Peller for
Hamilton’s old role with the Cubs. “Could you
imagine Clara and Harry (Caray) belting out “Take
me out to the ballgame’ during the seventh inning
stretch?” Lujack asked his listeners.
No, we can’t.

DATA MANAGEMENT computer service!
word processing at reasonable prices Cell
Debbie Chase 790-2264.
LOSE WEIGHT NOW! Natural herbal diet
Burns calories and excess fat. 100% mo
ney-back guarantee. Call (312) 246-0504 246
0547 Bob or Rocelia.

ALL IN THE CD FAMILY
Name three things that Mary Jane Thomas and Bob Barron have in common,
first, they both work here at DuPage: Thomas as the president’s secretary and
Barron as PE equipment manager.

HELP PEOPLE LOSE weight while you ear:
extra money. Be a representative for an Her
bal diet corp. Full or part time. Call Robot
Rocelia. 246-0504.

The second and third things are named Elise and Heather, their new twin
grandchildren. Thomas’ daughter, Laura, is married to Barron’s son, Bob Jr.
YOU GUESSED IT

'

Yes, that "Griffin” on those late night Habilitat drug rehabilitation center
commercials is Griffin O’Neal, Ryan’s son.

FOR SALE: Beautiful L. Mich, condo. 2hrs
from Chicago. I’/a bath, Fr. pi., all conveni
ences. Private beach, heated pool. $75,000.
Call 815-436-3793.

am

WMWV

TV TALK
Gary Coleman, 16, of “Diff’rent Strokes,” is currently recovering from his
second kidney transplant. The first one was done in 1973 in Chicago. It
malfunctioned 18 months ago.
Mid, November through Christmas is a TV rating sweep period. Close attention
will be paid to the size of viewing audiences by the advertisers since sweep periods
determine the cost of their ads for the next few weeks. Look for a lot of cheap, and
trashy shows, coupled with a few quality mini-series and a few specials thrown in
until after the holidays.
So far this season, NBC, the perennial network doormat, is in first place in the
ratings race, followed by CBS and ABC respectively. "Dallas” is the top-rated
show nationwide, while "Dynasty’ is the number one television program in
Chicagoland. "CBS Evening News with Dan Rather” has a wide lead over
counterparts "World News Tonight” (ABC) and the “NBC Nightly News.”

Out of all the new shows that premiered this season, INK has picked only six
worthy of our readers’ TV-watching time. "Who’s the Boss?” "The Cosby Show,”
“Miami Vice,” "Hawaiian Heat,” “Paper Dolls,” and “Hunter.” Only the latter so
far, is in danger of cancellation.
V
“Glitter” will soon come off hiatus and will probably be aired on Tuesday
evenings at 8 p.m.
VIDEO GA-GA

Calendar of Events
ONCAMPUS
NOV. 15,16 Musical, “She Loves Me” Performing Arts Center, 8 pm. Genera;
Admission $5. Students and seniors $4.
NOV. 27

■
NOV, 30

Video dance night. Campus Center - Building K, 8 p.m. $2

DEC. 4

Hypnotist Tom Deluca, SRC multipurpose room, 8 p.m. $2

V,
'

ELSEWHERE

OH BOY

Nov. IS

NOV. 17
NOV. 23

Some CD reactions to Boy George and Culture Club’s recent Chicago
appearance. “He’s the sweetest man I know.” “I like his music, but he’s too
weird.” “I like him, but his music’s too bland.” “He’s pretty cool, but I wouldn’t
want my son dressing like him OR Michael Jackson OR Prince.” “Why does he
dress like a woman?” “I like his Tina Turner wig.” “The other members of the
band are much better looking.” "Is he gay?” “He’s too gay.” “He’s what America
is all about.” “I don’t think he reflects the new spirit in the country.” And so it
goes.
ONE FINAL REFLECTION
Whatever happened to the proposed SRC TV lounge?

•■

■

-

,

‘

\

Videos are so popular, TV shows are beginning to incorporate them into the
action sequences of regular half-hour and hour long programs. "Knight Rider” and
“Dreams” have tried it rather unsuccessfully, but the makers of “Miami Vice” and
“Paper Dolls” do a fine job incorporating popular music into their series.
“Dynasty” added Dianne Carroll to gain a musical angle and don’t be surprised if
one of the long-lost Ewings starts crooning on “Dallas.”

Guitarist Jill Holly, SRC multi-purpose room, 11:30 am.-! :30 p.m.

Rickie Lee Jones, Bismarck, 8 pm. $15
Ministry, Park West, 8 pm.*
Larry Gatlin and the Gatlin Brothers, Gknbrook North Center*
Mandolin Srinivas, Downers Grove North High School *
Frank Zappa, Bismarck, 8 pm. $15
General Public, Aragon Ballroom *
.

NOV. 23 to 25 Dr. Who Convention, Hyatt Regency ©Thu**
Chicago Fftra Festival
NOV< 24

Frankie Goes to Hollywood, Bismarck, 8 pm. $13.50.

* Call box office for further Information.

.
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GRAND
OPENING
Roosevelt & Lambert
GLEN ELLYN

Tuesday, November 20
Our brand new restaurant now makes it
more convenient for you to be one of
Wendy’s kind of people.
Stop in soon for Wendy’s famous 100%
fresh beef hamburgers, Hot Stuffed Baked
Potatoes with seven toppings, fresh breast of
chicken filet sandwich, the Garden Spot
Salad Bar, our delicious chili, and our special
Kids’ Meal. ™

And when you’re on the go or staying up
late, use our Pick-Up Window to get any of
your Wendy’s favorites.
You want something better. We’ve got it
Come see us today.

COffiTEB h
CoUe*eoT&

K

ZSSgsszh

OLD FASHIONED

HAMBURGERS*

A New Wendy’s in Glen Ellyn...

Something better for Wendt’s kind of people.

Direct access to Lambert road
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CD couple runs in marathon
By JULIE ANN MEJDRICH
The Oct. 21 Chicago Marathon, a
long-distance run of 26.2 miles around
the city, had among its contestants
John Walsh, a former professor at
College of DuPage, and his wife
Maribeth who teaches at CD part-time
as an open college instructor. What
makes this couple unique is that they
ran the entire marathon side by side.
Walsh, a former professor of
marketing and now general manager of
marketing at Federal Sign, now teaches
at Keller graduate school in Chicago.
Mrs. Walsh, a mother of three, teaches
transportation and travel agent classes
at CD, and works full-time for Eastern
Airlines.
WALSH WAS THE trailblazer for
the couple’s running hobby, and his
wife joined him three years ago. Neither
health nor an extreme interest in the
sport was her motivation to run. With
the couple's busy schedules, they had
little time to talk, so she felt that
running together would provide them
with that opportunity.
Last year, on a return flight from one
of the many trips Mrs. Walsh’s job
with Eastern makes affordable, the
couple encountered some people who
had recently participated in the New
York marathon and discovered that any
contestant who had completed the run
was awarded a medal. So they decided
to apply, only to find out that they

might not be able to run together since
the contestants are chosen randomly in
a lottery style.
In March, the Walshes decided to run
a half marathon and, pleased with thenaccomplishment, they set their sights
on the Chicago event. They started
training some two months before the
race and were soon able to cover six
miles in an hour. On weekends, they
tackled the long-distance route, starting
with 13 miles and progressing to 18.
DURING THE COURSE of the
Chicago Marathon, the couple “met a
lot of interesting people,” chatting with
former Mayor Michael Bilandic and
some girls from another country here
for the event. The twosome stuck
together throughout the entire race,
giving each other moral support to keep
going. While not finishing first, they
did receive a certificate of completion
that they hang proudly in their den.
A few months ago, the Walshes
would have considered running and
completing the Chicago marathon, or
any similar race, a superhuman feat,
but today they're very proud to be
among those who can prove otherwise.
Since their October jaunt, the couple
has reduced their daily mileage to a
more comfortable pace and continue to
run primarily for health and relaxation.
“But we’ll never forget that day,”
they mused.

MARIBETH AND JOHN Walsh ran side by side in recent 26.2-mile Chicago
marathon. Mrs. Walsh is part-time faculty member who teaches transpor¬
tation and travel classes for Open College; her husband previously taught
marketing here.

Hit The Books By Day
And The Bucks By Night.

It is possible to fail in many ways. . . while to succeed is
possible only in one way (for which reason also one is easy and
the other difficult — to miss the mark easy, to hit it difficult).
Aristotle
As a student, you need money for
extra-curricular activities. But let’s face
it, you can't work full-time when you 're
busy with classes, homework and
exams.
If you're low on cash, a part-time
job with Salesnet could provide some
valuable profits.
Our evening and Saturday hours are
ideal for students. And. no previous
experience is necessary. At Salesnet.
we ‘II train you in the quickly growing
field of computer-assisted telemarket¬
ing. All you need is a pleasant voice,
articulate speech, excellent grammar
and the ability to sight-read.

We’ll take it from there, providing
training sessions designed to teach you
about the variety of clients you ’ll
represent. Then, working in our Glen
Ellyn office, you’ll be prepared to do
marketing and sales using the phone
and our latest equipment.
We offer a friendly, informal office
setting, guaranteed hourly pay, and paid
on-premises training. And. as part ol
The Dun-Bradstreet Corporation, we
can help you gain solid business ex¬
perience for your future resume.
Make the most of this semester. With
school by day. Salesnet by night.
CALL Lisa Johnson. Training Specialist,
at: 790-4000.

Salesnet
Ipn a company of
.IMP The Dun &Bradstrect Corporate
Ait Equal Opportunity Employer M/T

PILOT PRECISE
ROLLING BALL PENS.
NOW WE GIVE YOU
A CHOICE
STUDENT
VINGS
New purchases only • Limit one pair par patient • Cannot be used in conjunction with other discounts or specials

Bausch & Lomb

Standard
Soft Lenses

19’

30 day trial wearing plan • Full credit on
the cost of the lenses It not satisfied • No
obligation (tree) demonstration • Follow up
visits Included • Eye exam, professional and
fitting fees not Included. Minus SPH lenses
only. 'With eye exam only

Coupon must be presented at
lime o4 purchase. Expire* 11-30-84

MO

Extended Wear
Contact Lenses

!

’39

OFF

Reg. *149

any purchase of
a complete pair
of eyeglasses

The lenses you con sleep with"

30 day trial wearing plan • Full credit wtthln
30 days on lenses only It not satisfied • Eye
exam, professional and fitting fees not
Included • Minus SPH lenses only
'With eye exam only

Coupon muse be presented at
time of purehaae. Expiree 11-30-84

(*49 value or more)
Coupon must be presented at

ikne at purchase. Expiree 11-30-84

AMERICAN VISION CENTERS
Bloomingdale • 423 Stratford Square • 351-2300
Open M-F 10-9 • Sat. 9:30-5:30 • Sun. 11-5
Schaumburg
Woodfleld Mall
(lower level, center court)
BBS-0960

NILES

346 Golf Mill Center
297-3365

Chicago
Galleria of Shops
In Marriott Hotel
540 Michigan Ave.

Chicago
40 N. Michigan Ave
(Corner of Madison)
346-0222

If you love fine writing, now
you can choose between two
Precise Rolling Ball pens that
write so fine yet flow so
smoothly you'll wonder how
we made it possible.
It's only The Precise
that allows you to write
beautifully in either fine
or extra fine point.
The price? It's
even finer. Only $1.19.

PILOT PRECISE ROLLING BALL PENS.
2 OF THE FINK THINGS IN LIFE.

fPILOT
I Rotting Boll

l
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Foreign study promotes
appreciation of culture
By TINA RASMUSSEN
“Traveling abroad changes your life — your goals, your values and even your
future,” according to Margaret Green, 22, who spent a year studying in Europe.
Green, of 1904 N. Gillett St., Appelton, Wis., is not alone in her claim that living
in a foreign country and absorbing its culture has a great impact on one’s life.
About 400 students participate in the Northern Illinois University study abroad
program, which is one of the five largest programs of its type in the United States.
“I LEARNED AS much just by living in Europe as I did in my courses,” Green
commented. “Seeing a different viewpoint made me re-examine my life and
question my American values.”
Anyone who can study abroad should, according to Green, because “you can’t
lose — you can only gain. After all, education means a lot more than just reading
and going to classes.”
Green says she spent a lot of money, but would do it all over again because “the
experience was,worth every penny.
“MY PARENTS DIDN’T pay for it — I did. And you don’t have to be rich if
you’re willing to travel the way I did,” she said.
Green bought a Eurail train pass and stayed in youth hostels or with people she
met.

"The people are much less materialistic — relationships
and happiness are more important to them than possessions.
This attitude makes them very generous when it comes to help¬
ing someone out."
“The people are much less materialistic — relationships and happiness are more
important to them than possessions,” she observed. “This attitude makes them very
generous when it comes to helping someone out.”
Green attends the University of Wisconsin in Madison and had to enroll at NIU
to participate. After being accepted, she applied for the international program in
Canterbury, England. Most of her credits can be used for her degree at UWM.
NIU HAS NUMEROUS courses and countries to pick from in addition to the
Canterbury trip. Both undergraduate and graduate credit courses are available, and
all students enrolling in the program are offered pre-travel training to prepare for
the experience.
\
Semester and academic year course offerings are mostly in foreign language,
cultural studies, art, literature and general education in such countries as Austria,
China, Denmark, Egypt, England, France, India, Israel, Mexico, Spain and
Russia.
May through August studies are more specialized, with classes ranging from
business to outdoor education. More trips are offered but they are shorter in

Telemarketers
LOCATED IN LOMBARD
FLEXIBLE HOURS
Between 10 a.m. — 9 p.m.

JUDY MUASHER, ASSISTANT to dean of international and special pro¬
grams at NIU, points out that some comforts Americans take for granted
may be absent in foreign countries.
duration. Many are in more than one country, such as comparative business in
England, France and Italy. These plans are available in almost every continent,
including Europe, Australia, South America and Asia.
Prices vary. For example, one semester of French studies in Avignon, France,
costs an estimated $2,095 for tuition and $1,000 for room and board. Tuition for
one academic year is $3,600. Air Fare is handled by the student. Students can live
and study in Salsberg, Austria, for $3,075 a semester or $5,840 a year.
Payment plans are available and any scholarships or loans are still applicable
because the student is technically enrolled at NIU.
MOST STUDENTS STUDY abroad their junior year, although sophomores are
sometimes admitted. Applicants must also have a high enough grade point
average; for Avignon, France, for example, a 2.5 GPA is required. In countries
where English is not the national language, a student may need foreign language
capabilities.
Once accepted, the student receives a series of books and pamphlets about the
country, traveling and how to live abroad. Orientation seminars where study
abroad alumni answer questions are also available.
Classes are chosen from a list for each particular program. Some plans place the
individual in courses with natives of the country, while others involve the student
primarily with fellow Americans.
Usually, the student is not told of specific housing arrangements until arrival in
the country. Some live with families while others reside in boarding houses or
dormitories.
MEALS ARE GENERALLY the student’s responsibility, although breakfast
and cooking facilities may be included.
Judy Muasher, assistant to the dean of international and special programs at
NIU, says that many psychological factors also influence one’s stay in a foreign
land.

Some creature comforts taken for grant¬
ed in America are considered luxuries in other countries. The
food is different in every culture, although one can usually ressort to McDonald's.
On a basic level, some creature comforts taken for granted in America are
considered luxuries in other countries, Muasher points out. Electricity — which
means heat, hot water and cooking capabilities — is a more precious commodity.
The food is different in every culture, although one can usually resort to
McDonald’s.
Emotionally, Muasher finds that students sometimes worry about isolation from
friends and family. The separation is so complete when compared to studying in
the United States because of the break from one's native culture and all that goes
with it.

GREAT FOR STUDENTS
Above Minimum &
Commission and Benefits
Paid Training
Production Determines Raises
Call Richard at 495-2440

Culture shock and jet lag are inevitable, according to Muasher. Sitting on a
plane for eight hours, then being thrust into a totally different society is bound to
have an effect, initially, she notes. However, Muasher says that most students
experience as great a shock upon returning to the United States.
GREEN FOUND HER greatest adjustment was in her attitudes toward politics,
economics and ideology.
She says that after experiencing such a different way of life, many concerns that
used to seem important are now trivial.
"We have so much in America, but we don’t have everything,” she opined. “It’s
more important to me now to be aware of what’s going on in the world and to have
an open mind.”
The best advice Green can give on studying abroad, other than to take the
opportunity before becoming tied down to a job, is “to give up preconceived
notions about the experience. Just go — and do as much as you can, because it will
be the adventure of a lifetime if you let it.”
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CD students observe
2 directions of change
By STEVE SAVAGLIO
Some 60 CD sociology students toured Chicago Nov. 2 and discovered how much
poverty, as well as urban renewal, exists in the city.
The tour, conducted by Jan Dunham, professor of sociology at the University of
Chicago, covered neighborhoods that Dunham and two other associates studied for
several years - Lincoln Park, Hyde Park-Kenwood, Beverly, South lhore
miNHAM
AUStin and Back of the Yardsthe stockyards.
’
.itl
HER associates subsequently released a book on their study
titled Paths of Neighborhood Change.”
y
OT^HhpanntUhde^S ““T*1 °"Jthe tour were two directions of changes in the dty.
hand't hfy observed urban renewal, or “gentrification,” in some of the
wealthier areas of the city where many of the buildings and dwellings have been
run down. In these areas, townhouses and apartment buildings are often bought
at substandard rates, renovated,
middle-class professionals.

and then occupied

-

usually by young

SOCIOLOGY STUDENTS SAW good (above) and bad (below) in Chicago
neighborhoods during recent tour of city conducted by Jan Dunham, pro¬
fessor of sociology at University of Chicago. (Photos by Ray Olsen)

Some buildings, according to Dunham, were bought for as little as $25,000 and
are now valued at up to $125,000.
SINCE “CHICAGO WELCOMES the influx of tax dollars,” officials arrange
certain barriers around these rebuilt homes to protect them from crime and
vandalism, explained Dunham. Such features as one-way streets and cul-de-sacs
can be “very effective in preventing crime,” she said.
The students also viewed the deterioration which still infects the dty. They saw
boarded-up houses, homeless citizens and permanently shut-down factories — most
notably the U.S. Steel south works and Wisconsin Steel, which today assume only
a skeletal appearance of what they once were. Parking lots, once filled with
employe autos, are now covered with weeds. The dosing of factories in the dty has
driven up unemployment figures of the less educated, pointed out Dunham.
At the same time, she noted, many ndghborhoods attempt to maintain the
status quo by resisting an influx of certain ethnic groups into their areas.
“While some people — mostly senior citizens — feel they are stuck in this kind
of neighborhood with nowhere else to go, others feel where they live is a step up
from the poverty they once experienced,” said Dunham.

New guidelines for
veteran scholarships

SPORTS PUB
After the Game— After Class

FOOTBALL SPECIAL!
$2.25 pitchers during pro gam es

HAPPYHOUR!
Mon.-Fri.: 4-7p.m.
50C beer, 70<t glass of wine

BEER!
Stroh’s, Michelob Lite — on tap
Heinekin, Grizzly-in bottles

BEST PIZZA IN TOWN!!1
GREAT NEW MENU
Sub Sandwiches
Homemade Soups
Daily Lunch Specials

THREE TV’S
Cable
Sportsvision
Widescreen coming soon

Close to campus!
onlyamileaway

Roosevelt Rd.
Sports Pub ^

HOURS:
M-F: 11 a.m. -1 a.m.
Sat.: 11:30a.m -1 a.m.
Sun.: 1 p.m.-10p.m.

Park & Roosevelt
Glen Ellyn
790-1616
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College of DuPage
coupon

I
I

I

I
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l.

coupon

SPORTS PUB
10%OFF

Food and beer
expires 12-31-84

_

By PAUL GOODMAN
Students planning to receive scholar¬
ships from the Illinois Veterans’
Scholarship program next quarter will
find that the government has added
another wading pool of red tape into the
"bureaucratic sea.”
The primary change in the process
entails a shift in responsibility as to
who determines eligibility for recipi¬
ents. Under the old guidelines,
individual schools were in charge of
selection. Commencing winter term,
however, the burden will be turned over
to the Illinois Department of Veterans’
Affairs.
“Students currently enrolled should
have little or no problem adapting to
the program change,” asserted one

bureau spokesman, adding, “those
previously certified will be mass
tabulated and issued cards to prove
their qualification.”
Identification cards will be distribut¬
ed to schools active in the program
beginning Nov. 1, and all ID’s should
be delivered by Jan. 15, 1985.
New students seeking aid later than
Nov. 15 are required to contact a field
office of IDVA and receive a card as
proof of acceptance before enrolling as
part of the new program.
“It’s our intent to certify all active
and eligible students,” claimed one
official. "Issuance of a card is
proof that certification has occurred
and that the new system will accept
claims for that student.”
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BY JEFF DANZIGER

MC GONIGLE OF THE CHRONICLE
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Chaps win. . .

is AN INURED

10EA,t*SOSE were

H'S W«R05

(Continued from page 12)
DuPage got the tally after a fake punt
and a handoff to Tony

Lisbon,

who

found a hole in the defense and headed
for paydirt. A block by Hank Foley and
a

broken

tackle

helped

Lisbon

get

across the goal line.
Trying desperately to

put

more

points on the board, Fuessel turned to
the pass, a strategy that failed when
CD’s Kenny

Elmore,

striving for an

interception, was nailed by Moraine’s
John Dangman and the ball squirted
into the outstretched hands of Deion
Melvin.
Another star of the game was Steve
Bennett who played designated holder
on

kickoffs

because

the

wind

kept

blowing the ball off the tee.

Football-N JCAA state ctvampionship

IN 1960,THE PILLGAVE
WOMEN ANEW FREEDOM.
IN 1984,THE SPONGE GIVES
WOMEN A NEW CHOICE
It’s been a long time.Twenty-four years,
1 and there hasn’t been a sensible new option
in birth control.
Until Today™Today, the 24-hour
Contraceptive Sponge.
Today is a soft, comfortable sponge that contains
Nonoxynol-9, the same effective spermicide women
have been using for over 20 years.
The Sponge is easy to use. You just moisten it thoroughly with
water and insert it like a tampon, and it works for a full 24 hours.
With The Sponge, you don't have to worry about hormonal side effects.
And no other non-prescription vaginal contraceptive has been proven more
effective’' It’s been through seven years of extensive testing, and over 17 million

. ,

Du Page 24, Moraine Valley 9
Moraine Valley
0 6
0 3
9
DuPage
0 0 17 7 24
MORAINE VALLEY: Tom Fuessel, 9-yard run
[kick failed); DU PAGE. Steve Gresock, 5yard run [Scott Murnick kick); DU PAGE:
Murnick, 21-yard field goal; DU PAGE: Scott
Francke, 12-yard pass from Mike Buchholz
[Murnick kick); MORAINE VALLEY: Dave
Bruno, 27-yard field goal; DU PAGE: Tony
Lisbon, 57-yard run [Murnick kick).
Cross country
NJCAA meet. Twin Cities, Idaho,
Nov. 10
FINAL TEAM STANDINGS — 1, Brevard
)N.C.) 86. 2, Allred (N Y.) 98. 3, Southwest
Michigan 104. 4, Lansing (Mich.) 152. 5,
Ricks (Idaho) 158. 6, Golden Valley (Minn.)
162. 7, Glendale [Ariz.J 184. 8, Haskell (Kan.)
212. 9, Mohawk Valley (N.Y.) 249. 10, Barton
County (Kan.) 277.11, Bismarck (N.D.) 297.
DU PAGE 307. 13, Northern Idaho 335. 14,
South Plains [Tex.] 388. 15, Southern Idaho
439. 16, Blinn (Tex.) 457. 17, Middlesex [N.J.)
459. 18, Hagerstown (Md.) 478. 19. Glouces¬
ter [N .J.] 479. 20, New Mexico Military Insti¬
tute 487. 21, Oakton 513. 22, Spoon River
574.23, Andrew [Ga.] 714.

Chase champs. . .
(Continued from page 12)
34:59, while Barb Mangiz of Arlington
Heights captured the women’s honors
in 46:36.
In the 40 to 49 age division, Peter
Mathis of Tinley Park took first place

Sponges have been sold.
Of course, you dont need a prescription for The Sponge. It can be round
at your local drug store and at selected supermarkets. In the 3-pack or convenient

in 35:14, while Anita Berkey of Glen

12'pack
And the Today Sponge is the only contraceptive that comes with someone
to talk to- our 24-hour Today TalkLine. If you have any questions or you re just
wondering if The Sponge is right for you, visit your student health center or give

40:53.

us a call at 800-223-2329. (In California, 800-222-2329.)
Finally, you have the spontaneity you want and the protection you need, but,
best of all, you have another choice you never had before
Until Today.

Ellyn did likewise in 45:39.
In the men’s 50 and over age group,
Jim Nafziger of Glen

EUyn

won

in

Sports calendar
NOV. 17

Football — Midwest Bowl,
Cedar Falls, Iowa, 12:30 p.m.

$i.oo

s/m
ON TWO 3-PACKS OR ONE 12-PACK.
To Consumer Limn one coupon per purchase Good only on productsdesjgnatMl Co"Sumerpays
sales tat To Retailer: We will reimburse you the face value o this coupon Pte * JL,aTnh° j Q
provided that you and the consumer have complied with the terns of our coupon orier' ms
coupon is pood only when redeemed by you Irom a consumer ar time ofI"'c,hasin8 '"e
specified product Any olher use constitutes baud. Redemptions not honored
through brokers or olher outside agencies Invoices showing your
purchase of sufficient slock lo cover all coupons must be shown upon
request Void II prohibited, taxed or restricted This coupon in non.
transferable, non-assignadle. non-reproducible Cash va ue1 /20tn of
$ 01 Offer good only in U S A Redeem by mailing lo VLI Corporation
P0 Box 4400, Clinlon. Iowa 52734.

Wrestling (A) Muskegon team
tournament, 10 a.m.
NOV. 21

Soccer — nationals, time and

NOV. 22

Women’s volleyball (A) na¬

place TBA
tionals, TBA
NOV. 23, 24 Men’s basketball (H) Du¬
Page invitational, 6 and 8 p.m.
(Fri.), 1 and 3 p.m. (Sat.).
NOV. 24

Wrestling (A) Northern Open

NOV. 25

Soccer — nationals, time and

— Univ. of Wis., 10 a.m.

513bb100140
Offer Expires 3/31/85

place TBA
Women’s volleyball (A) na¬
tionals, TBA

‘Clinical tests have concluded tha, women can expect an annual e«^
and according to label msrrucnons ig 1984 VLI Gxrp Today and The Spun* arc trademarks ot LI lorp.-

RUNNING BACK TONY Lisbon eyes open field en route to his 56-yard punt return against Moraine Valley last Saturday.

Chaps take state title
By DAVID TULEY
CD’s Chaparrals will face Iowa
Central Community College (8-1) at
12:30 p.m. Saturday in the Like Cola
Bowl at Northern Iowa University after
capturing the state championship by
walloping Moraine Valley 24-9 Nov. 10.
The win over the visiting Marauders
avenged an earlier 27-7 loss to Moraine.
AFTER A SCORELESS first period.
Moraine put the first points on the
board midway through the second
frame.
The Marauders had the ball on their
17-yard line following a clipping penalty
on a punt return. QB Tom Fuessel, who
picked up 90 yards rushing on 11
carries, ran up the middle for a 48-yard
gain, but the visitors lost the ball on
downs when they couldn’t convert on a
fourth-down pass play.
The Chaps didn’t fare much better,
and on fourth down they went into punt
formation. The snap from center went
sailing over Charlie Propernick’s head
and he was tackled at the nine-yard
line.
On the ensuing play, Fuessel snuck
through for t$ie touchdown. The
conversion attempt failed when Edward
Mendez’ kick vered to the left of the
goalposts.
COMING OUT FOR the second half,
CD was pumped up. The temperature
was about 35 degrees and the wind was
blowing.
Defensive back Charles Johnson
summed up the Chaparrals’ attitude.
“We don’t want to end our season in
this f—ing weather,” he said.
Moraine tried fooling DuPage with
an onside kick to begin the half, but the
effort failed. Starting with the ball near

midfield, and Chaps wasted no time
cashing in on the opportunity.
With Lorenzo Davis (101 yards) and
Steve Gresock (80 yards sharing duties,
CD drove down the field until Gresock
capped the scoring drive with a six-yard
touchdown plunge while carrying two
Marauders on his back. Scott Mumick
added the extra point to put DuPage
in front 7-6.
AFTER STOPPING THE Maraud¬
ers on the next series, the Chaps
started their next possession on the
Moraine 36. Keeping the ball on the
ground, DuPage marched to the
three-yard line and faced a third-andgoal situation. Mike Buchholz rolled
out and threw the ball to Scott Francke
in the comer of the end zone but the
referee ruled the pass incomplete and
the Chaps had to settle for a 20-yard
field goal by Mumick.
DuPage kept applying the pressure
on defense as Moraine faced a third and
one. Dave Schroedter got into the
backfield before Fuessel could hand off
the ball. Schroedter stripped the
pigskin loose and jumped on it to set up
CD’s third score is a span of 8:18.
Four plays later, Buchholz connected
with Francke for a touchdown to extend
the Chaps’ lead to 17-6.
WITH
9:02
REMAINING,
Moraine’s David Bruno narrowed the
gap by connecting on a 27-yard field
goal.
With only an eight-point margin, the
Chaparrals knew they needed another
score so Moraine wouldn’t be able to
get back into the game with a
touchdown and a two-point conversion.

(Continued on page 11)

PE-intramurals
promote fitness
By DENISE SANDORE
and STEVE SECKER
CD offers facilities for getting
physical, including eight racquetball
courts, fully equipped weightrooms and
an indoor track and pool.
Open gym times make it convenient
for the amateur as well as the semi-pro
to work out.
The gym, located in the PE building,
is open to students with memberships
($3 fee) from 7 a.m. to 9 a.m.; noon to
1:30 p.m. and 7 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday. Saturday
times are 8 a.m. to noon.'
Times for various facilities are
subject to change for team practice.
.Athletic Director Herb Salberg
laments what he calls “a lack of
spectator and athletic participation in
team sports.
“We have the finest community
college facility of its kind in the nation
and I would like our students to take
advantage of it, both as spectators and
participants,” said Salberg.
CD OFFERS MANY opportunities
for women in sports, too, in the form of
volleyball, basketball, softball, track
and tennis teams.
CD also offers to students, faculty
and staff a variety of intramural
activities throughout the school year.
Upcoming activities include a turkey
trot, basketball, and arm wrestling.
THE TURKEY TROT is a one-mile
run (four laps on CD’s new outdoor
track) scheduled Nov. 20 for all
non-track varsity entrants.
Winners of divisions with at least 10
entries will be awarded a turkey, while
the runner-up will earn a ham.
The race is in two divisions — men’s
and women’s — but if entries increase,
age-group divisions would be formed.
If fewer than 10 entries are received
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per division, the winner will be awarded
a CD “athletic champion” T-shirt.
Intramural basketball for the winter
season starts Nov. 27. Sign-ups will be
taken by individual or by team; the
registration deadline is Nov. 20.
An arm-wrestling competition, divid¬
ed into men’s and women’s divisions,
with separate weight categories, will
begin Dec. 7. Winners in each category
will receive a CD “athletic champion"
T-shirt.
Individuals interested in the intra¬
mural program may contact Don Klaas
in Room 205H of the PE Building (ext.
2466).

Chase champs
are crowned
A 27-year-old Wheaton man and >
24-year-old Naperville woman captured
the championship trophies at the
Alumni Association’s fourth annual
10,000-meter Chaparral Chase; Nov. 3.
Frank Goetz finished ahead of the
other 164 runners with a time of 33
minutes and 49 seconds.
Astrid Nijman was the first woman
to cross the tape, finishing in 39:30.
Pat Elshaw, a member of the
Chaparral’s 1984 Region IV champion
cross country team, won a gold medal
in the 19 and under age category for his
time of 34:16.
Elshaw edged DuPage teammate
Tom Buchanan, a freshman from
Wheaton North High School, who
finished in 34:37.
In the 20 to 29 age category, Ray
Ross of Bolingbrook won the men's
gold in 34:51, while Vivian Simon of
Naperville took the women’s top medal
in 43:16.
In the 30 to 39 age group, Edward
Martinez of Cicero won with a time of
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